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Habitat is where wildlife liue. It contains all thtngs
needed for suruiual, such as shelter, food, water,
and space. There are different tApes of habitat, each
supporting different kinds of wildlife. Examples of
habitat types include woodlands or areas wtth
trees, grasslands, old fields, brushy areas, or wet
lands.
This publication describes seueral fauorite birds
and includes information on their special habitat
needs, unique characteristics, nesting sites, where
they are found, and thetr habits or behauior. If gou
want to help the feathered wildllfe described in this
'j'+ publication
or just about ang wildlife for that
thtnk habitat, You can prouide habitat in
matter
your backgard, on gow farm or ranch, or bg communitg effort in a nearbg park or uacant area.

t'

Learning about wildltfe and proui.ding their
habitat needs is an educational and rewarding ac'
titsity to do as a familg or with friends andneighbors
tn gour community.
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O'S WHO IN GREAT
PLAINS SOIYGB/RDS
Ron

bers of the oscine subgroup of the
Order Passeriformes, the perchW bird order. Howeuer, some
other birds that lack such well deoeloped singtng abtlities are included in this "Who's Who" publication.

J. Johnson

Extension Wildlife Specialist

More than twenty million Americans go on
a bird hike or watch birds each year. Many of
these enthusiasts live in the Great Plains
area-and the numbers are growing. Observing and learning about songbirds can be a
fascinating activity for anyone who enjoys the
out-of-doors. An activity for people of all
ages, it is one that a family or friends can do
together. No matter where you live or work,
you will usually encounter a few birds every
day, whether walking to school or a job, sitting on a park bench, camping in a natural
area, driving a tractor, or just looking out a
window. People who are aware of the sights
and sounds of birds have an open door to a
part of their everyday environment that
otherwise may go unappreciated.

The Great Plains is an especially good
place to learn about birds. There, the grassland and rivers form a unique habitat area
that acts as a boundary and mixing zone between the habitats to the north, south, east,
and west. So, the Great Plains has a wide
variety of bird species, some unique to the
Plains grasslands, and some that are typically
associated with other habitats of North
America.
This publication presents ideas on how and
where to look for songbirds. It also includes
natural history descriptions of several common songbirds found in various habitats of
the Great Plains.

Tips on Bird Obseruation and ldentification

Learning to identify birds is largely a matter of careful observation plus training yourself to look for certain characteristics. A good
first step is to get a quality field guide to birds
such as those listed at the end of this publica.
tion, then follow the instructions on how to
identify bird species. After a while you will
automatically begin to observe details. Here
are tips that may help.
1. Look for characteristics
- wings, tail
size and shape of bird,
- type
of feet
- type of
beak

2.

- color markings or patterns (on
- head, breast, tail, rump, etc.)

Think about habitat
field

- near water
- trees or woodland
- in the air
within habitat
3. Location
-

on tree trunk or on -limb
high or low
always flying
on the ground
perched in the open or hidden

4.

5.

Behavior
- it sit or fly
how does
it walk, hop, or both
- does
does it climb trees
- which direc- tion;
up, down, or both
Song or call
how often- does the bird sing or call
- where
bird when singing (in a
- tree, onis athewire,
flying, etc.)
can you describe the song; for ex- ample:
cardinal "cheer-cheer-

cheer", "purty-purty-purty;" redwinged blackbird "kong-kermusical
cheee;" field sparrow

6.

notes that take off like a- train
Binoculars help
Binoculars in sizes 7 X35 or 8 X 40 are
popular choices. Both give good magnification and yet can be held steady
for viewing in the field. In addition,
they are relatively light and easy to
carry. Size 7 X 50 is another popular
choice. The magnification is the same
as the 7 X 35, but the larger optics
allow better viewing under low-light
conditions such as at dawn or dusk.
However, the 7 X 50 size is heavier and
more bulky to carry. The quality of
binoculars varies, usually along with
the price; so shop around, ask questions, and try a few before making a
purchase.

Mgsteries of Migration

Many birds migrate long distances each
year. The robin in your backyard during summer may spend the winter hundreds of miles
farther south. The Purple Martin or Chimney
Swift catching insects overhead will spend
the winter in South America. And these migrants will probably return to your neighborhood again next year. The Arctic Tern is the
champion of long-distance migration, flying
from the Arctic to the Antarctic and back

again each year, a round-trip distance of
22,OOO miles.
Thoughts of birds migrating such distances
often bring up questions about why they mi-

grate, how they find their way, and how they
know when to start or stop. Birds that mi'
grate south for the winter usually find warmer
temperatures and a better food supply than
in the frozen North. Then, as spring returns,
foods again become plentiful in the North.
Northward migration provides birds with
more room for territory establishment as well
as long days for rearing young. In addition,
bird parasites or disease organisms may be
reduced by cold winters, thereby increasing
nesting success.
Researchers have discovered several ways
that birds navigate, but no one knows all the
answers. Here are some ways birds find their
way:
Landmarks
Some birds use landmarks
- lakes,
such as rivers,
cities, or highways
along the migration route. At times, young
birds learn these landmarks by migrating with
older, experienced birds.
Insti.nct
Some young birds know migra.
tion routes-by instinct and can navigate without the aid of older birds.
Hearing
Some birds can sense sounds
in frequencies well below those humans can
detect. These very low.frequency sounds
travel long distances, so birds may be able to
hear storms or other sounds from hundreds
of miles away.
Vision
Most birds have excellent vision.
Some birds, like many insects, are known to
detect infrared light that humans cannot see.
These abilities may help in navigation.
Sfars, Moon, and Sun
Birds that
migrate at night use the stars and moon as
guides just as birds migrating during the day
use the sun.
Built-in Compass
Some birds can sense
magnetic north just -as a compass; this built.
in compass can be used in navigation. Mon.
arch butterflies also migrate long distances
and apparently can sense magnetic north in a
similar way.
Pesticides and Songbirds

People often ask about the relationships
between pesticides and songbirds. Here are
some guidelines:

1.

Always follow label directions when using pesticides.
2. How harmful a pesticide is depends not
only on how toxic or poisonous it is, but also
on how it is used. The past record of a pesti-

cide will help determine how safe it is for
songbirds or other wildlife. For example, are
there documented cases in which songbirds
have been harmed?
3. Insect controlprograms that reduce the
numbers of insects by any means may reduce the food supply of various insect-eaters.
Many songbirds eat insects during some portion of the year and most feed insects to their
young. In addition, birds may be harmed if
they feed on dead and/or dying insects that
have been poisoned by insecticides.
4. When insecticide use is necessary, try
to minimize the exposure to birds. For example, if granular insecticides are applied to
lawn or turf areas, make sure the granules
are well watered in. This reduces the hazard
to birds and carries the insecticide to the
problem insects in the turf.
5. Use pesticides only when needed, and,
when use is necessary, choose those that are
least toxic to songbirds and that have the
safest track record.
Part of this information was taken from "Effects of
lnsecticides on Birds and Mammals" by James W.

Caslick. For a copy, write for Miscellaneous Bulletin

109, Distribution Center, 7 Research Park, Cornell
University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850.

Birds and Their Habitats
Nearly every species of bird is associated
with a particular type of habitat that it prefers
or requires. Knowing the habitat where a bird
is found will help identify it. For example, no
one would expect to find grassland birds such
as meadowlarks or Grasshopper Sparrows in
a dense forest, or woodland birds such as
chickadees or Downy Woodpeckers in the
middle of an open field.
Man has moved into many habitats and
modified them. Some birds have adapted
and are now typically found in habitats near
man. For example, robins were originally
woodland birds, but now they are commonly
associated with trees planted near people.

Some robins still live in woodland areas away
from settlements, and these are usually more
shy and difficult to observe than those in
towns. Cardinals, chickadees, and Downy
Woodpeckers are other woodland birds that
have adapted well to living near people.
Here is a sample of typical habitats and
some songbirds associated with these
habitats in the Great Plains. An asterisk (*)
by a birds's name indicates that it is a common backyard or town bird, at least during a
portion of the year.
Trees: Woodlands and Woodland Edges

*Northern Cardinal
*
Black-capped Chickadee
*American Goldfinch
*Dark-eyed Junco
*Western Kingbird
*American Robin
*Chimney Swift
*Song Sparrow
*Common Flicker
*
Red-headed Woodpecker
*House Wren
Fields or Grasslands
Dickcissel
Western (or Eastern) Meadowlark
Horned Lark
Grasshopper Sparrow
Lark Sparrow

Wetlands: Marshes, Ponds, Plagas,
Streams, Riuers
Kildeer
Marsh Wren
Common Yellowthroat

Other
*Common Nighthawk - associated with
a variety of habitats
On the following pages, natural history information is presented for each of the birds
listed. They are a small sample of the birds
associated with various habitat types. For
more details about these birds and information on other birds, see the Suggested Reading list at the end of this publication.

TREE HABITATS: WOODLAIYDS AND
WOODLAIYD EDCES

Birds included in this section are those that depend on trees or shrubs as part of their habitat
needs. They may be species that nest in dense
woodlots, in a grove of scattered trees, at the edge
of a woodland or windbreak, or in brushy or shrubby
areas. Several of these birds have adapted well to
living in parks and towns near people, wherever
trees and other needs are available.

NORTHERN CARDINAL
Cardinalis cardinalis
Richmo nden a c ar din alis)

(

he colorful cardinal is a non-migratory, year.round resident and one of
the most popular birds at backyard feeding
stations. Males are bright red with a pointed
crest and a black face and throat. Females
are buff-brown with some red on the crest,
wings, and tail. Both sexes have a stout red
bill. The song is a melodious whistled "cheer,
cheer, cheer", "whoit, whoit, whoit", or "purty, purty, purty". Cardinals may sing year
round, but especially during early spring
when they are among the first to greet the
coming of the new season. Cardinals recently
have expanded their range northward. This
range extension apparently has been made
possible by the widespread and common use

of feeding stations that provide a ready food
source during cold winter months.
RANCE IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: Eastern and southern Creat
Plains area: southeastern North Dakota,
eastern South Dakota, eastern 2i3 of Ne'
braska, eastern edge of Colorado, nearly all
of Kansas and Oklahoma south through
Texas. Also in southern Arizona and
southern California, and common throughout eastern United States.
Winter: Non-migratory; same as summer.

Parental involvement: Nest building and
incubation primarily by female
but male may help. Both
parents feed young.
Broods/Season: Commonly 3, sometimes
4.
FOODS:

Plant foods including small fruits, weed
seeds, and grains make up the largest portion
of the diet. Animal foods such as caterpillars,
grasshoppers, true bugs and beetles are
eaten in summer.

HABITAT AND HOME

MANAGEMENT

Woodland edges, thickets, suburban gardens, parks, towns, and along streams or
rivers in grasslands. Cardinals require dense
shrubbery, low trees, vine tangles or thicket
areas for nesting and protection. Tall trees
are often used as perch sites but these may
not be necessary. Throughout the year, car-

Feeding: Readily come to feeders. Prefer
sunflower seeds of all types, but also eat
cracked corn, millet, unsalted nutmeats, various fruits such as raisins or banana, and
sometimes suet. Prefer feeding on the
ground, but come to elevated feeders, bird
tables, window trays and sometimes hanging
feeders with perches.

dinals need a reliable food source, which may
include fruit-bearing trees or shrubs and vari'
ous seed-bearing plants. Plants that provide a
winter food source are especially important
and undoubtedly winter feeding stations are
helpful, especially in more northern areas.
Dense evergreen trees are needed for protec'
tion from winter winds and cold.
REPRODUCTION
Nest

site: Usually in a shrub, small tree,
vine tangle or thicket, about
3-10 feet up.

Nesting time: April-September.

Eggs: 2-6, usually 3-4; white or slightly
bluish, greenish or greyish with
brown blotches, speckles, or
spots.

Incubation time: 12-1,3 days.
Fledging: Young leave nest in 8-11 days,
fly in 19 days, and are independent in 40-45 days.

Nest structures: Not used.
Plantings: Shrub plantings can provide fruit
for food as well as nesting sites. Trees often
provide food and sometimes nesting places.
When planting, choose varieties that will provide food and cover throughout the year. Examples: dogwood, mulberry, sumac, hackberry, crabapple, cherry, cotoneaster, and
various other berries. For winter, dense evergreens such as pines or red cedar are needed
for protection from winter winds and cold.
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BLACK.CAPPED
CHICKADEE
Parus atricapillus

lack-capped Chickadees are acrobats and are among the friendliest
birds that come to backyard feeding stations.
They are smaller than sparrows and are distinctively marked with a black cap and bib
and white cheeks. Their fun-to-watch acrobatics allow them to feed in places where
most other birds can't reach. They sometimes hang upside down on twigs or
branches and use their thin beak to glean insects, insect larvae and eggs, and spiders.
Their song is an easy-to-recognize "chick-adee-dee-dee" and often a clear 2-3 note
whistle. Black.capped Chickadees stay yearround even in the colder climates; it seems
almost magic that such a tiny bird (about the
weight of 2 nickels) can withstand our cold
winters.

RANGE IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: From southern Kansas north'
ward throughout the Great Plains in suitable
10
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habitats. May occur at times farther south to
Texas. (The similar Carolina Chickadee occurs in southeastern Kansas and eastern
halves of Oklahoma and Texas.)

Winter: Same as summer; generally nonmigratory, but do form small winter feeding
flocks and may move some.

HABITAT AND HOME

Deciduous and coniferous forests, open

woodlands, orchards, along streams or
rivers, and in towns or suburban areas where
suitable habitat exists. Chickadees need trees
where they can forage for insects and they
need cavities for nesting. They may excavate
a cavity in the soft, rotting wood of a dead
stub or may use old woodpecker holes,
natural cavities, or bird houses.
REPRODUCTION

Nest site: In cavities, usually about 4-15
feet up.
Nesting time: Late March-July; nests in
southern part of range generally earlier than those in north.
Eggs: 4-8, commonly 5-6; white spotted
with reddish brown.
Incubation time: 12-13 days.

Fledging: Young leave nest at about 16
days, can forage alone at about
26 days, but remain with adults
for 3-4 weeks.
Parental involvement: Both sexes excavate
nest, female incubates eggs,
both sexes tend young. The
male at times feeds the incubating female.
Broods/Season: Usually 1, sometimes 2.

FOODS

About 70% animal matter: moth eggs,
moths, caterpillars, plant lice, katydids,
spiders, beetles (especially weevils), flies,

wasps, true bugs, scale insects, leafhoppers
and treehoppers. Insect eggs are important in
winter. About 30% plant matter: seeds from
coniferous trees such as pine, and smallfruits
from plants such as bayberry, blackberry,
and poison ivy.

MANAGEMENT

Feeding: Readily come to feeders. Sun.
flower seeds, especially the black oil.type
sunflower seeds are preferred. Also may take
suet, suet mixtures, and unsalted nutmeats.
Avoid peanut butter unless mixed with corn
meal or other items to reduce stickiness. Will
use nearly any type of feeder, especially
hanging feeders. Also: feeders on posts, bird
tables, window trays and suet feeders.

Nest structures: Seem to prefer rustic
homes built from logs or boards with bark.
Boards with bark may be available at low cost
from local saw mills. Blackcapped Chickadees like to excavate their own nest cavities,
so a nest box may be more attractive if filled
with sawdust. The chickadees will remove
(excavate) the sawdust before using the box
for nesting. Box dimensions
Floor of cavi.
ty: 4 x 4 in.; depth of cavity:- 9 in.; entrance
above floor: 7 in.; diameter of entrance: 1
1/8 in.; place 4-15 feet above ground in
woodland clearings or the edge of woods or

AMERICAN GOLDFINCH
Carduelis tristis

12

merican Goldfinches are sometimes called wild canaries because
of their appearance, or thistlebirds because
they eat lots of thistle seeds. Males are colored bright yellow with black on the wings and

top of the head. Females and young

are

more drab. They fly in an undulating pattern
as if on a rollercoaster and sing a series of
chirping notes in flight.
Unlike many songbirds, goldfinches do not
carry droppings of the young away from the
nest. Thus, the nest becomes quite a mess
over the sides by the time the young are
ready to leave. Goldfinches are very late
nesters; perhaps predators that might find a
messy nest early in the season have quit
looking by goldfinch-nesting time.
RANCE IN GREAT PLAINS
Summer: All except southern Great Plains.
Breeds as far south as northeastern half of
Oklahoma; occurs in Texas panhandle and
northeastern New Mexico.

Winter: All except northwestern Great
Plains; winters north into portions of South
Dakota.

HABITAT AND HOME

Shrubby, weedy fields; woods edges;
pastures; meadows; and open areas with
scattered, brushy thickets and trees.
REPRODUCTION

Nest site: Shrub or small tree, generally
4-14 feet high in upright
branches or fork of horizontal
limb.
Nesting time: June.September with peak
in early August. Nesting time
appears correlated with maturing composite plants, especial.
ly thistles. The seeds are used
as food and the down in nestbuilding.
Eggs: 3-6 eggs, pale bluish white without
marks.
Incubation time: 72-14 days.

Fledging: 10-16 days.
Parental involvement: Female builds nest
and incubates eggs; both sexes
feed young. Sometimes, male
feeds incubating female.
Broods/Season: Usually 1, occasionally 2.

FOODS

Primarily seed eaters, especially thistle
seeds and seeds of other composite family
plants such as ragweed, goldenrod, and
dandelion. Some insects are eaten in spring.
MANAGEMENT

Feeding: Common at feeders. Niger or
thistle seeds are especially attractive; with
these, use a niger or thistle seed feeder.
Other foods to try: broken sunflower hearts
and black oil-type sunflower seeds. Hanging
finch-feeders are probably best but other
feeders and feeding trays will work. A water
source for drinking and bathing is especially
attractive.
Nest structures: Not used.
Plantings: Plant or maintain shrubby vegetation near pastures or weedy areas where
food sources exist. For backyards, provide
zinnias, evening primrose, and other plants
with small seeds.

DARK.EYED JUNCO
(SLATE.COLORED AND
WHITE-WINGED JUNCOS)
Junco hyemalis

uncos are primarily winter visitors in

the Great Plains, migrating north.
ward in the spring to nest. Their undaunted
activity in cold and snowy weather has earned them the nickname "snowbirds." Juncos
are sparrow-sized with a dark (black, grey, or
grey-brown) back, head and breast; the head
appears hooded. They have a white belly,
light bill, and a dark tail with white outer
feathers that flash when they fly. Their song
is a musical trill. Juncos feed mostly on the
ground and usually hop. During the nonbreeding season they typically feed together
in social flocks.
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RAIYGE IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: Nest in Black Hills of South
Dakota, Pine Ridge areas of Nebraska, and
northwest Wyoming. Others migrate to nest.
ing areas north of Great Plains.
Winter: Throughout Great Plains.
HABITAT AND HOME
Nest in coniferous (e.9. pine and spruce)
and mixed forests near edges and openings.
During winter, found in open woodlands, city
parks, gardens, undergrowth, roadsides.
Often roost in or under coniferous trees such
as spruce, pine, cedar or yew. Common at
feeding stations. Also, often use weedy and
brushy areas following fires or logging.

MANAGEI,4ENT

Feeding: Readily come to feeders. Prefer
red proso millet and white proso millet
followed by canary seed, finely cracked corn,
and suet or suet mixtures. Sunflower seeds
are eaten but not as readily; the small oil.type
are the preferred variety. Primarily ground
feeders, but will come to feeding tables, win.
dow trays and other stationary feeders.
Sometimes will use hanging feeders, but
these not preferred.
Nest structures: Not used.
Plantings: Primarily winter visitors. Juncos

need a source of winter food (seeds) and

REPRODUCTION

Nest site: Concealed, commonly on the
ground, but may be as high as

8 feet up. Often on a slope,
under a rock ledge, in tree

roots or under a fallen ttee or
log.
Nesting time: May--fuly.

Eggs: 3-6, usually 4-5. Pale bluish white,
grayish or greenish with dark
markings at larger end.
Incubation time: 12-13 days.
Fledging: Young leave nest in 10.13 days,
but remain somewhat depen.
dent for 3 more weeks.
Parental involvement: Female builds nest

and incubates eggs;

ants; also wasps, bugs, grasshoppers, other
insects, and spiders.

both

parents tend the young.

Broods/Season: Double brooded.
FOODS
Primarily seed-eaters, but during summer
about half the diet is insects. Seed examples:
Bristlegrass, ragweed, dropseedgrass, pigweed, goosefoot, some tree seeds. Animal
matter: primarily caterpillars, beetles, and

shelter from winter winds. Plants that provide
dense winter shelter and/or seeds are helpful;
shelter and food sources should be together.
Shelter examples: pines, spruce, yew, cedar,

dense undergrowth, windbreaks. Food examples: zinnias, sunflowers, weed seeds, and
seeds of conifers and grasses. Ideas: plant a
food patch by a windbreak or woods edge,
plant conifers for shelter near a food source,
or leave a few rows of grain (examples:
wheat, milo, or especially millet) standing
along a sheltered area.
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WESTERN KINGBIRD
(ARKANSAS KINGBIRD)
Tgrannus uerticalis

l6

he chattering calls of the Western
Kingbird are common throughout
the west in rural areas and in towns, wherever
there are nest sites and lots of insects to eat.
They are robin-sized birds, pale grayish
above with a yellow belly, and a black tail
with white outer edges. Western Kingbircis,

sometimes called "beebirds", are members
of the Tyrant Flycatcher Family, a grouP
known for aggressiveness; they chase much
larger birds such as crows, ravens, and hawks
that enter their nesting territories. On the
other hand, two or more kingbird pairs may
nest in the same tree where nest sites are
limited, and they have been known to nest
next to a Swainson's Hawk and in the same
tree as a Golden Eagle. The nesting behavior
of the Western Kingbird needs further study;
your careful observations along with recordkeeping may help fill the gaPS.

about 74 days.
Parental involvement: Not well studied.
Apparently female does most

of

incubation; both parents

tend young.
Broods/Season: Usually 1.

FOODS

RAIYCE IN GREAT PLAINS

Primarily insects: bees (mostly drones or
males), wasps, grasshoppers, crickets,
beetles, bugs, flies, moths and caterpillars,
some millipedes and spiders. Eat minor
amounts of fruit from elderberry or hawthorn.

Summer: Breeds throughout except for
easternmost edges of Kansas, Oklahoma,

MANAGEMENT

and Texas.

Winter: Migrates south; winters mainly in
southern Mexico and Central America; some
stay along southeast U.S. coast and in
southern Florida.
HABITAT AIYD HOME

Open areas with some trees, often near
habitat edges such as windbreaks, hedge'
rows, trees along streams, woodland edges,
orchards, roadsides, and in towns or residen'
tial areas. Nest usually in trees or sometimes
bushes; where trees not available, may nest
on utility pole, fence post, windmill, etc.
REPRODUCTION

Nest site: Usually in tree or tall bush,
sometimes on utilitY Pole, etc.;
out on horizontal limb or sometimes near trunk, usuallY about
15-30 feet up, sometimes 5'40
feet up.
Nesting time: May-July.

Eggs: 3-7, usually

4; white with large

brownish spots or blotches.
Incubation time: Estimated 72'14 days.
Fledging: Young leave nest and can fly in

Feeding: Feeders not used. Have insect
diet and migrate south during winter months
when feeding most attractive.
Nest structures: Not used.
Plantings: Planting and maintaining trees
in windbreaks, by streams and ponds, in residential areas, etc., help provide needed nesting sites. Tree examples: cottonwood, elm,
willow, oak, sycamore. A few elderberry
bushes will provide a small supplement for
their insect diet.
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AMERICAN ROBIN
Turdus migratorius

he American Robin is probably the
best known United States bird. They
are early spring migrants, and, for many
people, their arrival signals the first signs of
spring. Adults are easily recognized by the
brick-red color below and grey above. Young
robins recently out of the nest have speckles
below with a dash of red along the sides.
Robins have adapted well and prospered
near people. Areas such as lawns and parks
with trees are places everyone enjoys, and
these are also good for robins.
18

RANCE IN GREAT PLAINS
Summer: Nest in all but the southwestern
quarter of the Great Plains States and as far
north as Alaska and Newfoundland.

mulberries, cultivated or wild cherries and
grapes, and fruits from plants such as dogwood, sumac or hackberry.
MANAGEMENT

Winter: Range from mid-South Dakota
into Mexico; some winter as far south as
Guatemala. Robins that overwinter in the

Feeding: Rare at feeders but may use
them at certain times or places. Perhaps try

northern states are often inconspicuous and
their numbers much fewer than during summer.

grapes, cherries, or other fruit. A solid-base
feeder, not swinging, is probably best.

HABIT'AT AND HOME

Originally nested in open woodlands, but
with the influx of people, they are now most
common in areas such as towns, suburbs,
lawns, parks, gardens, and orchards. Robins
need trees for nesting and open areas such
as lawns for feeding. Dense cedar or juniper
trees are often used for early nests when the
weather is still cold. For food, fruit-bearing
plants such as dogwood, sumac, hackberry
and others are helpful.
REPRODUCTION

on horizontal
branches, in shrubs, on ledges
of buildings or wooden fences,
and on nesting shelves.

Nest site: Tree forks,

Nesting time: April-July.
Eggs: 3-5, usually 4; blue-green eggs, un'
marked.
Incubation time: 12-14 days.

suet or suet cakes, cut apples,

raisins,

Nest structures: Will build on nesting
shelves or structures, especially if suitable
trees are not available. Directions
Shelves
may be shallow'V" shape or flat. -Structures
may be constructed like a bird box with two
to three sides open. Dimensions
Base: 6 X
8 in.; Height: 8 in.; place 6-15 feet above
ground in partially shaded spots along the
main branches of trees or else in the shelter
of overhanging eaves of a shed or porch roof
,

Plantings: Fruit-bearing plants provide
food and some cover; examples: dogwood,
hackberry, sumac, cherry (wild or cultivated),
Russian olive, various other berries. Trees
such as juniper or cedar provide protection
and nest sites, especially for early nests.
Deciduous trees provide more open nest
sites which are good for later nests when the
weather is warmer.

Some adverse factors: Improper use of
some insecticides can be harmful to robins,
and insect or earthworm control programs
can reduce their food supply.

Fledging: Young leave nest when about 13
days old.
Parental involvement: Both parents help
build nest; female incubates;
both parents care for young.
Broods/Season: Usually 2, sometimes 3.
FOODS

Eat a variety of foods-both animal and
plant materials. Animal foods include earthworms, spiders, caterpillars, grubs, beetles
and other small items. Plant foods include
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himney Swifts eat insects like
they're going out of style and fly
ke they've trained for the Boston Marathon.
They look like flying cigars, with wings that
beat so fast it looks like one is up while the
other is down-an optical illusion. Some
have said the flight looks almost bat.like.
Chimney Swifts feed, mate, and gather nesting material while in full flight. Their call is a
rapid twittering sound that can be heard over
quite a distance. The wintering area for
Chimney Swifts was a mystery until just recently when they were discovered wintering
in Peru.

RANGE IN GREAT PLAINS
Summer: Throughout eastern portions of
Great Plains, west as far as eastern Colorado.

Winter: Winters in Peru, South America.
HABITAT AND HOME

Originally nested and roosted in hollow
trees and caves but now primarily use
chimneys or, at times, other man-made
structures such as air shafts, well shafts, or
open silos. Usually observed in the open sky

habitat, especially over cities and towns.
Feeding, drinking, bathing, mating, and
gathering nest materials (breaking off dead
twigs with their feet) are all done while flying.
REPRODUCTION

Nest site: On the wall of a chimney, tree
hollow, or other comparable
site; a few to 20 or more feet
from top.
Nesting time: May-July.
Eggs: 3-6, usually 4-5; pure white.
Incubation time: 18-21 days.
Fledging: Eyes open at 74 days; may leave
nest and cling to walls at about
19 days, can fly at24-28 days;
leave nest at 28-30 days.

Parental involvement: Both parents help
build nest, incubate eggs, and
feed young. At times, 1 or 2
other adults (called "helpers")
may help with these activities.
Broods/Season: Single brooded.

FOODS
Flying insects, captured on the wing during
caddisflies, mayflies,
craneflies, various other flies, beetles, wasps,
flying ants, and true bugs.

the day. Examples

MANACEMENT
Feeding: Feeders not used..
Nest structures: Not used.

Plantings: Chimney Swifts catch insects in
flight over a variety of vegetation types and
habitats. No particular plantings recommended.

Some adverse factors: Fireplace-use during the nesting season and heavy rains that
loosen nests from the walls are harmful.
Chimney swifts also must find open chimneys or comparable structures for
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SONG SPARROW
Melosptza melodia

'"it=

eople who live where Song SPar'
rows nest have probably heard their
lively musical song many times; it starts with
three short notes and ends with a trill. Song
Sparrows have heavy brown streaking under'
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neath and a large central breast spot; they
pump their tails in short flights. Several geographical subspecies occur, so Song Sparrows in one area may look a little different
from those in another area. This well-known
and well-liked songbird will probably visit a
close-by farm, ranch, or backyard sometime
this year. Watch for them near some good
habitat.
RAIYGE IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: Mid Creat Plains and northward;
North and South Dakota, Wyoming, eastern
edge of Nebraska, northeastern corner of
Kansas, and some local spots in Colorado
and Nebraska.

Winter: Mid Great Plains and southward;
southern South Dakota, Nebraska, and Colorado south beyond Texas and New Mexico.
HABITAT AIYD HOME

Found in a variety of habitats that have
shrubby thickets or brushy areas, mostly at
habitat edges. Examples: forest or windbreak
edges, woodland openings, hedgerows,
edges of ponds or streams, marshes, or
grasslands with shrubs and trees, roadsides,
city parks, gardens. Often feeds at edge of
open areas where weed seeds are plentiful.
REPRODUCTION

Nest site: On the ground, or in a bush or
tree about 3-4 feet up, sometimes lower or higher. Usually
well concealed in bush or under
grass clump, weeds or brush.
Nesting time: Late April-August.

Eggs: 3-5; greenish white, spotted and
blotched with reddish brown or
purplish.
Incubation time: 12-13 days.

Fledging: Young leave nest in about 1O
days and are completely independent in 28-30 days.

Parental involvement: Generally female
builds nest alone, female incubates eggs, and both Parents
help feed young.
Broods/Season: Commonly 2, sometimes
3.
FOODS
Eat primarily weed seeds but diet includes
about half insects during warm months when
available. Seeds include: smartweed, bristle'
grass, ragweed, panicgrass and others. Ani'
mal foods include: beetles, grasshoppers,
crickets, caterpillars, ants and bugs.

MANAGEMENT

Feeding: Fairly common at feeders and
apparently benefit from them. Prefer white
proso millet, but also eat red proso millet and
small oil-type sunflower seeds. Feed mostly
on the ground but come to feeding tables or
trays on posts. and window feeders. Also attracted to bird baths for drinking and bathing.
Nest structures: Not used.

Plantings: Shrubs that provide nesting
habitat and plants that provide small seeds

for food are helpful. Shrubs might be planted
in backyards, at the edges of woodlands,
windbreaks, or water areas, or in other suitable spots. A food patch with small seeds
such as millet planted along a windbreak or
near other shelter would be beneficial'
Flowers with smallseeds planted in backyard
habitats may be used. Brush piles often are
used for shelter.
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COMMON FLICKER
(YELLOW.SHAFTED AND
RED.SHAFTED FLICKERS)
Colaptes auratus
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lickers are mystery birds. They
belong to the woodpecker group,
but yet are usually observed foraging on the
ground instead of in trees. On the ground,
they consume lots of ants, an unusual food
because ants contain the somewhat toxic for.
mic acid. However, flickers also relish the
fruits of poison ivy and poison oak, eating
them without the side effects of an uncom.
fortable itch. So their feeding habits, al.
though mysterious, are also beneficial.
Flickers are jay-sized woodpeckers, brown
above and white with black spots below.
They have a black crescent on the breast and
a white rump that is visible in flight. Their
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flight is undulating as if on a roller coaster
and their call a memorable "flicka-flicka-

flicka" or a prolonged "wick wick wick wick.."

The Common Flicker includes the yellowshafted (eastern) and red-shafted (western)
races, which commonly hybridize in the
Great Plains.
RAIYGE IN THE GREAT PLAINS

American bird; some stomachs have contained more than 2,000 ants. Other animal matter includes ground beetles, grasshoppers,
crickets, cockroaches, caterpillars, chinch
bugs, fly larvae, and spiders. Plant material
(about 40% of diet) includes many wild fruits
(poison ivy, poison oak, wild black cherries,
hackberry, elderberry, dogwood, etc.) and
weed seeds.

Summer: throughout.

Winter: Although migratory, occur essen_
tially throughout; from about mid North
Dakota southward.
HABITAT AIYD HOME

Prefer semi.open areas with trees: open
woodlands; woodland edges or clearings;
windbreaks; trees scattered in fields,

meadows, or around farms; trees along rivers
or streams; orchards; trees in urban areas, or
parks. The "edge effect" where trees and
open areas meet is beneficial because the
trees are used for nesting and the open area
for foraging on the ground.
REPRODUCTION
Nest site: In cavities, usually in dead tree or
stub, or live tree with decaying
interior; about 10.70 feet up.

Nesting time: April-June; northern nests
may be later.
Eggs: 3-72, usually 6-8; white, glossy.
Incubation time: 11-72 days.
Fledging: Young leave nest at 25.28 days.
Parental involvement: Nest excavation is
mostly by male. Both sexes incubate eggs and care for
young. The male incubates
generally at night. young are
fed by regurgitation.
Broods/Season: Usually 1.

FOODS

About 60% animal matter, of which 3l4is
ants. Eats more ants than any other North

MANAGEMENT

Feeding: Occasionally come to feeders.
Prefer suet; sometimes will take bread, meat
scraps, unsalted nutmeats, orange or apple
bits. Prefer hanging log feeder or suet feeder
fastened to a tree trunk.

Nest Structures: Use nest boxes. Prefer
roughened interior over smooth one. Add
1-2 inches of coarse sawdust or small wood
chips so birds can shape a spot for the eggs;
otherwise birds may damage box trying to
produce their own chips. Some report that
box is more attractive if filled with wood
chips, permitting flicker to "excavate" cavity
by removing the chips. Box dimensions
Floor of cavity: 7 X 7 in.; depth of cavity:
16-18 in.; entrance above floor: 14-16 in.;
diameter of entrance: 2 712 in.; place box
6-30 feet above ground in open areas (not
permanently shaded) such as pastures,
fields, golf courses, woodland clearings or
edge of woods, or residential areas that have
trees and open areas for feeding.
Plantings: Semi-open areas with dead trees

or dead limbs, about 12-18 inches in diameter, provide good nest sites. Tree examples include cottonwood, aspen, oak,
willow, sycamore, pine and juniper. Fruitbearing trees or shrubs provide food, and
these can be especially helpful in winter.
Open areas near nests are needed for foraging on the ground.
Some adverse factors: European Starlings
take over nest cavities, often driving flickers
away. Cutting large.diameter dead trees or
snags for firewood or other reasons removes
nest sites.
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RED.HEADED
WOODPECKER
M elanerp es erg thro c ep h alus
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he striking appearance of the Red.
headed Woodpecker makes it the
most colorful member of the Great Plains
"Knot-hole Gang." Both sexes have entirely
red heads, a black back, and large white
patches on the rump and rear edges of the
wings, especially noticeable in flight. Their
voice is a "chur, chur;" "queer, queer;" or
"ker-r-r.ruck, ker-r-ruck." Some woodpeckers pound with such force that researchers began to wonder how they did it without
damaging their heads; the results are helping
in the design of better crash helmets. And
Red-headed Woodpeckers are so attractive,
the thrill of seeing one will lift your spirits and
make you feel good all over.

RAIYGE IN GREAT PLAINS

MANAGEMENT

Summer: East of the Rocky Mountains
from North Dakota south through much of

Feeding: Occasionally come to feeders
during winter. Like suet, sunflower seeds,

Texas.

Winter: South from the southern edge of
Nebraska through much of Texas.
HABITAT AND HOME
Open areas with scattered trees such as
open forests or woodlands, parks, residential
areas, farmyards, and trees along streams or
rivers. Red-headed Woodpeckers like areas
with many large dead snags and lush groundcover, and they prefer to use dead trees or
limbs that have no bark.
REPRODUCTION

Nest site: In cavities, usually in trunk of
dead tree; 10.80 feet up.

Nesting time: May-July, southern nests
usually earlier.

Eggs: 4-7, usually

5; white, somewhat

glossy.

Incubation time: 12--14 days; begins
before clutch complete so

some young hatch before
others.

Fledging: Young leave nest at about 26
days.

Parental involvement: Both sexes excavate
nest and incubate young; the
male incubates at night.

Broods/Season: Usually 1, sometimes 2.
Renests if clutch is lost.
FOODS

cracked corn, fruit such as raisins, bread, and
unsalted nutmeats. Take food mostly from
feeding tables, suet holders, and ground.

Nest Structures: Prefer boxes made by
hollowing out the inside of a natural log or
limb but will accept those made of bark.
covered wood. Add 1-2 inches of sawdust or
small wood chips over bottom of cavity so
birds can shape a spot for the eggs; otherwise
the birds may damage box trying to produce
their own chips. More information is needed
on man-made nest boxes that have been
used successfully by Red-headed Woodpeck.
ers. Suggested dimensions
Floor of cavity:
X
6 B in.; depth of cavity: 12 in.; entrance
above floor: 9 in.; diameter of entrance: 2
in.; place 10 to 20 feet above ground in
woodland clearings or the edge of woods or
in towns or backayrds near larger trees.

Plantings: Maintain trees of sufficient size
and type to meet year-round needs. Snags
2O-3O inches in diameter provide nest sites.
Mast-producing trees such as pin oak, food
patches such as standing corn left near trees,
and fruitbearing trees or shrubs provide
winter food.

Some adverse factors: Cutting

large-

diameter dead trees for firewood or other
reasons removes nest sites. European Starlings take over nest cavities, even chasing the
woodpeckers away, and many Red-headed
Woodpeckers are struck by vehicles when
they swoop low over roads to catch insects.
These factors are cited as reasons for a population decline in some parts of their range.

About half animal matter, half plant mat.
ter. Animal matter mostly insects: beetles,
ants, grasshoppers, wasps, caterpillars, and
bugs; also millipedes, centipedes and
spiders. Plant matter is especially important
during winter: acorns (especially those from
pin oak), fruits, corn, other seeds, and some
nuts.
27
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HOUSE WREN
Troglodgti.dae aedon

he House Wren is a happy, bubbling,
energetic little bird that is one of the
most common backyard songsters. They are
plain grey-brown in color with a very faint
white eye stripe, and like most wrens, the tail
is commonly held cocked upwards. Their
bursting song is a clear, loud, gurgling "tsi-tsitsi-tsi-oodle-oodle-oodle-oodle;" the rhythm
is somewhat like a car engine cranking.

l
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House Wrens do have one bad habit: if the
area seems too crowded, they sometimes will
peck holes in other birds' eggs. Usually,
though, this is not a problem of much concern. Overall, House Wrens are fun and rewarding birds to have around; they are easy
to attract to a bird house, and they eat lots of
troublesome insects.

FOODS

Almost entirely insects and spiders: grasshoppers, crickets, beetles, caterpillars, ants,
bees, wasps, flies, bugs, ticks, plant lice,
many spiders, plus some millipedes and
snails.

MANAGEIvIENT
RAIYCE IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: Throughout from about midOklahoma north.

Winter: Southernmost portions; southeastern Texas.

HABITAT AND HOME

Open woods, woodland edges, thickets,

parks, towns, residential areas, garden
shrubbery, farmlands, and trees along
streams or rivers.

REPRODUCTION

Nest site: In natural cavities in trees or
stubs, old woodpecker holes,
bird boxes, fence posts, and in
other places such as flower-

pots, pocket of

scarecrow,

empty cow skull, top of pump,
old hat, and leg of pants on
clothesline; 4-72 feet up.

Feeding: Unlikely at feeders, but might
come to feeders in winter range in south.
Have taken suet, suet mixtures, unsalted
nutmeats, and bread from bird tables or
trays.
Nest structures: Readily accept nest boxes
of various types. A properly sized opening
will keep out house sparrows. Several boxes
together are best, because the male likes to
build several "dummy" nests. Box dimensions
Floor of cavity: 4 X 4 in.; depth of
cavity: 6-8 in.; entrance above floor:4-6 in.;
diameter of entrance: 1-1 714 in. hole or 1 X
4 in. slot (a slot allows more room for getting
twigs into box); place 4-1O feet abnve ground
in a partly sunlit spot in woodlanu clearings,
the edge of woods, in backyard trees, or
under overhanging eaves of a shed or porch
roof .

Plantings: Trees and shrubs provide
necessary cover and other needs; tree
cavities provide nest sites.

Nesting time; May.July.
Eggs: 5-8, usually 6.7; white with brown or
reddish speckles.

Incubation time: 73.75 days.
Fledging: Young leave nest in 12-18 days.

Parental involvement: Male may start
several nests, one completed
by female; female incubates;
both sexes care for young.
Broods/Season: Commonly 2, sometimes
3.
29
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REPRODUCTION

Nest site: Well hidden on or near the
ground in grasses or tall weeds,
sometimes in low shrubbery or
trees.
Nesting time: May-early August. Southern
nests may be earlier.
.9

Eggs: 3-5, usually 4; pale blue without
marks.
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DICKCISSEL
Spiza americana

lncubation time: 77-72 days.

Fledging: Young leave nest in 8.10 days
and fly in 11 -72 days.
Parental involvement: Female builds nest,
incubates eggs and tends
young.
Broods/Season: Possibly 2 broods/season,
but these may be in widely

separated locations. Also,

males sometimes polygamous,
having more than one mate
nesting in their territory.
ickcissels are sparrow -sized gra-ss.
land birds that look somewhat
like miniature meadowlarks. Like meadowlarks, males have a black "V" bib on a yellow
chest, but Dickcissels also have a chestnut
shoulder patch and a shorter, heavier bill
than do meadowlarks. Females are house
sparrow-like in appearance but are yellowish
on the breast. They are often seen singing
their "dick.dick.cissel" song from telephone
wires or fence posts.

RANGE IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: Eastern Great Plains states:
North Dakota south to Texas.
Winter: Migrate south: Mexico to northern

South America. Sometimes overwinter in
cold areas near feeding stations.

FOODS
While in the Great Plains, eat primarily in.
sects, especially grasshoppers, katydids, and
crickets. Also, beetles, weevils, ants, cater.
pillars, and some flies and bugs. Plant foods
eaten include seeds of composite plants,
bristlegrass, and other weeds.
MANAGEMENT
Feeding: Unlikely at feeders, but at times
may overwinter in cold areas near feeding
stations where they often flock and feed with
house sparrows. Accept foods such as sunflower seeds, finely cracked corn and millet.
Feed on the ground or on bird tables.
Nest structures: Not used.

Plantings: No special plantings recom-

HABITAT AND HOME

mended.

Prairies and grasslands, with or without
scattered shrubs, old fields, meadows, and
alfalfa, clover, or other hayfields.

Some adverse factors: Hay cutting often
destroys nests; however, they usually renest
when this occurs.
3l

WESTERN MEADOWLARK
Sturnella neglecta

he Western Meadowlark is one of
colorful
popular.
lt
most
birds and certainly one of the
has been named the state bird in five of the
Creat Plains states, and its flute-like song is
often heard on Hollywood movie sound
tracks.
Both the Western and Eastern Meadowlarks occur in portions of the Great Plains
states; they are very similar in appearance
but can be distinguished by their calls. Their
nests and eggs are indistinguishable and their
nesting biology is essentially the same.

the most common and
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RANGE IN CREAT PLAINS

Parental involvement: Female builds nest

Summer: Throughout Creat Plains except
southeastern half of Texas and eastern edge
of Oklahoma and Kansas.

Winter: All except most northern areas of
Great Plains. Winters as far north as Nebraska and probably into South Dakota and
southern North Dakota.

parents tend young.

Broods/Season: Usually

2

broods, and

males may have more than one
mate.
FOODS

pastures, meadows.

Feed mainly on insects during warmer
months and on weed seeds and grain during
winter. lnsects eaten include beetles, crickets, grasshoppers, caterpillars, and ants.

REPRODUCTION

MANAGEMENT

TTABITAT AND HOME

Open grasslands, prairies,

hayfields,

Nest site: On the ground in a scraped or
natural depression, well concealed in a grass clump; nest is
domed.
Nesting time: Late March-early August.

Eggs: 3-7, white with brown to reddish
speckles or blotches.

32

and incubates eggs; both

Feeding: Not likely at feeders, probably
because of habitat preference for open area.
However, at times, may come to cracked
corn, wheat, oats, sorghum, or other grains
fed on the ground.
Nest structures: Not used.

Incubation time: 13-15 days.

Plantings: Maintaining the open grassland
areas needed for habitat will benefit meadowlarks.

Fledging: Leave nest in about 72 days;
parents may feed young for 2
weeks more.

Some adverse factors: Readily desert nest
if disturbed. Doesn't normally nest in heavily.
used summer-grazed pastures.
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HORNED LARK

Winter: Same as summer. Some migration

but found throughout Great Plains year-

Eremophila alpestris

round.

HABITAT AND HOME

ffi ,,[fl*i"'5,,fl:
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They are pale brown above and light brown
below with a black breast mark, black sideburns, and black tail with white outer
feathers. The throat is yellowish. Up close
two feather "horns" can be seen. Horned
Larks walk instead of hopping and sing from
the ground or high in the air.

After nesting is over, these birds join
together in small flocks and feed in the open
until spring. Horned Larks are one of the
earliest nesters, and at times their nests are
destroyed by snow storms. Adults often nest
in the same area where they were hatched.
Females dig a small depression for the nest,
line it, and often add a paving or "doorstep"
of pebbles or other materials on one side.
RANGE IN CREAT PLAINS
Summer: Throughout Great Plains in suitable habitats.

Open areas such as natural or planted
grasslands, short-grass prairies, cultivated
fields, golf courses, cemeteries, shores and
tundra.
REPRODUCTION

Nest site:

A

depression on the ground
made by female, often next to
or partially under a grass tuft.

Nesting time: March.July; nests in
southern part of range tend to
be earlier than those farther
north.

Eggs: 3-5, grayish-white peppered with
brown spots.

Incubation: 11 days.
Fledging: Young leave nest in 9.12 days,
can fly 3-5 days later.
Parental involvement: Female builds nest

and incubates eggs;

both
33

CRASSHOPPER SPARROW

parents care for young.
Broods/Season: Commonly 2.

Ammodramus sauannarum

FOODS

Seeds and insects found on or near the
ground. Weed seeds are the mainstay;
examples: bristlegrass, pigweed, knotweed,
goosefoot, ragweed, etc. Insects are eaten
when available and are fed to the young;
examples: beetles and their larvae, caterpillars, and grasshoppers.
MANAGEMENT

Feeding: Unlikely at feeders; has habitat
preference for open areas. However, during
severe cold, may come to hay chaff and oat
groats sprinkled on hard-packed snow in
open areas of the lawn. Finely cracked corn
and millet sprinkled on the snow in open
areas may also work.
Nest structures: Not used.
Plantings:
mended.

No special plantings

rasshopper Sparrows are properly
named because they have a buzzing grasshopper-like song and because they
eat lots of grasshoppers. They are little sparrows with an unstriped, buffy breast, a flattish
head with a pale stripe on top, and a short
tail. You may see one singing from a low
perch, but they are rather shy so the song is
often the first sign that one is nearby. If
frightened or flushed, they fly a short distance, then drop out of sight into the grass.
When nesting, parent birds approach and
leave the nest through the grass and out of
sight; this behavior helps keep the nest loca'
tion a mystery to would-be predators. Try the
challenge of meeting a Grasshopper Spar'
row; you may find a new little friend.

recom-

RANCE IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: Breeds in suitable habitats in
northern and eastern Great Plains states;
North and South Dakota, Wyoming, Nebras-

ka, eastern Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma,
eastern panhandle of Texas.

Winter: Texas and New Mexico south.
HABITAT AIYD HOME

Short- and tall-grass prairies, grasslands,
old fields, hay fields. Shrubby fields avoided,
but scattered trees are accepted and used as
song perches.
REPRODUCTION
Nest site: On ground in slight depression,
often at the base of a tuft of
grass or weeds. Well concealed.

Nesting time: May-July; nests in south
generally earlier than those in
north.
34
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Eggs: 3-6, usually 4-5; white, spotted or
blotched with reddish brown.
Incubation time: 11-12 days.

Fledging: Young leave nest in about 9
days.

Parental involvement: Female builds nest
and incubates eggs, both
parents may tend the young.
Broods/Season: Sometimes two broods.

FOODS

MANAGEMENT
Feeding: Unlikely at feeders; have habitat
preference for open areas and migrate soutl^r
in winter.
Nest structures: Not used.

Plantings: Maintaining suitable habitat
areas such as grasslands and prairies will
benefit grasshopper sparrows.
Some adverse factors: Grass.mowing during the nesting period can result in loss of
adults and nests. However, a loss of cover
may not cause nest to be abando

Feed mainly on insects but eat some
seeds. Grasshoppers are a major food
source; also eat caterpillars, ants, bugs,
spiders, snails and similar items. Plant foods
include seeds of bristlegrass, ragweed, and
panicgrass especially, plus some of woodsorrel, sheepsorrel, oats, and smartweed.
35

HABITAT AND HOME
Grasslands or weedy fields with scattered
bushes and trees, pastures, farms, roadsides.
REPRODUCTION
Nest site: Usually on the ground, but may
be in a bush, small tree, or
other low vegetation.

Nesting time: April-July; northern nests
generally later than southern
ones.

Eggs: 3-5, white with blackish spots,
scrawls or scribbles.
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LARK SPARROW
Chondestes grammacus

rominent chestnut and white head
markings, a black spot on an un'
streaked breast, and white on the corners
and edges of the tail distinguish this sparrow
from others. Males sing their melodious song
while on the ground, perched on a fence wire
or post, or while flying. They sing by day and
sometimes by night. Lark Sparrows are social
and may feed together in small flocks even
during the nesting season. One easy way to
see lark sparrows in summer is to drive along
country roads in grassland areas and watch
for them to fly up.
RAIYCE IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: Found throughout except for
northeastern corner where they may occur
only rarely and locally.

Winter: Southern New Mexico and
southern two-thirds of Texas. Some winter
south to Guatemala and El Salvador.
36

Incubation time:

11

-13 days.

Fledging: Young leave nest and can fly
short distances in 9-10 days.
Parental involvement: Female builds nest
and incubates eggs; both
parents feed young.
Broods/Season: Probably 1 brood. Male
may have 1 mate or possibly 2
with nests close together.

FOODS

Diet is mostly grass and weed seeds such

as bristle grass, panicgrass, and ragweed
seeds. Insects are eaten during warmer mon-

ths and fed to young; examples: beetles,
caterpillars, and especially grasshoppers.
MANAGEMENT
Feeding: Unlikely at feeders; have habitat
preference for open areas and migrate south
in winter. However, in grassland areas during
warm months, try feeding small seeds such
as millet on the ground or on a feeding tray
placed on the ground.
Nest structures: Not used.

Plantings: Maintaining open grasslands
with scattered bushes and trees will benefit
lark sparrows.

R-J. Johnson, University of Nebraska
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such as meadows, cultivated fields, shortgrass prairie, lawns, airports, and on exposed
or bare ground around lakes, ponds, and
rivers. Seem to prefer nesting on gravelly or

sandy areas; these help camouflage the
eggs, young, and parent birds.
REPRODUCTION
Nest site: On ground, a shallow scrape; in
an open area where bird has a
long view.

or April-Ju*y;
southern nests generally start
earlier than northern nests.

Nesting time: March
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KILLDEER
Charadrius uociferus

illdeer are robin-sized

birds,
brownish above and white below,
with two black bands across the breast; their
golden rumps can be seen in flight. Although
Killdeer are officially classified as shorebirds
rather than songbirds, they are included here
because they are a well-known and beneficial
bird-and one that does "sing." As their
scientific name suggests, Killdeer are highly
vocal with their frequent "kill-deer, kill-deer"
call. If you approach an active Killdeer nest,
you will be met with lots of these calls and a
broken-wing display. By feigning injury,
adults attract the attention of intruders away
from the nest.
RANCE IN GREAT PLAINS
Summer: Throughout in suitable habitats.

Winter: Migratory; winter from southern
edges of Kansas and Colorado southward.
HABITAT AND HOME
Nest and feed in a variety of open areas
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Eggs: 3-5, usually 4; buff color with many
black or brown blotches, spots
or speckles.

Incubation time: 24-26 days.
Fledging: Leave nest soon after hatching;
brooded and guarded by
parents but feed themselves;
fly in about 40 days.

Parental involvement: Both parents incubate eggs and care for
young.
Broods/Season: Usually 1, sometimes 2.

FOODS
Insects such as beetles, caterpillars, grasshoppers, ants, dragonflies, and true bugs.
MANAGEI\4ENT

Feeding: Feeders not used.
Nest structures: Not used.

Plantings: No particular plantings recom-

MARSH WREN (Long-billed
Marsh Wren)
Cistothorus palustris

Winter: Southern half of Texas and south.
HABITAT AND HOME

arsh Wrens are perky, energetic
little birds, brownish above and
pale white below, with white stripes on the
back and a white eyebrow stripe. Their
chattering, lively song is distinctive and easy
to remember; it sounds like a rusty sewing
machine.

During spring, males establish a breeding
territory, then build several (1-5 or more) un.
lined nests before the female arrives. Nests
are rounded with a dome top and are attached to two or more upright stems. Females
line a nest and add a sill or tunnel that projects inward. One advantage of this sill is that
it helps keep the eggs in the nest. Some.
times, nests are turned sideways by uneven
cattail growth; the sill keeps the eggs from
rolling out.

Primarily freshwater or brackish marshes
but may occur at borders of ponds, lakes, or
rivers. Found in vegetation such as cattails,
reeds, bulrushes, or sedges.
REPRODUCTION
Nest site: Cattails, bulrushes, etc., 1-5 feet
above the water or marsh base;
nest height varies with vegetation height so that late nests are
generally higher than early
ones.
Nesting time: May-early August.
Eggs: 3-6, usually 5; some nests may have
more. Brown or cinnamon
color with darker brown spots
or speckles.

Incubation time: 13 days.
RAIYCE

IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: Northern Great Plains, south to
the Platte River in Nebraska.

Fledging: Young leave nest in 13- 16 days,
but may be tended by parents
for 1-2 more weeks.
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Parental involvement: Nest usually built by
male and lined by female, incu.
bation by female alone, young
fed mostly by female. Male
may feed incubating mate.
Broods/Season: Females have two broods
and males sometimes have
more than one female nesting
in their territory.

FOODS
Insects and insect larvae of many kinds,
spiders.
MANAGEMENT
Feeding: Feeders not used.
Nest structures: Not used.

Plantings: Generally, vegetation required
for Marsh Wren habitat will grow naturally if
marshes and other wetlands are protected
from drainage and from changes that ad'
versely affect the needed vegetation. Plant'
ing may be necessary to establish vegetation
in some marsh areas where water currents
interfere with plant establishment. Planting
might also be used to hasten plant establishment or to increase plant diversity.

Some adverse factors: Drainage of
marshes or other alterations that destroy

COMMON
YELLOWTHROAT
Geothlypis trichas

ellowthroats are small birds, about

wren size. They are olive brown
above and have bright yellow on the throat
and upper breast. Males have a broad black
face mask which is lacking in females and
young.
Yellowthroats are shy and sometimes difficult to see, but they are easy to hear. The
male's song is a distinctive "whichity.
whichity.whichity which.it." They are easier
to spot after the song is heard.
When approaching the nest, parent birds
drop into the vegetation several yards away,
then approach the nest secretly and out of
sight. They depart in the same way but in a
different direction. This helps protect the
nest from destruction by predators.
RAIYGE IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: Breeds throughout the Great
Plains in suitable habitats.

Winter: Found during winter in southeastern half of Texas.

HABITAT AND HOME

needed habitat.
Primarily in moist places such as marshes,
wet meadows, or edges of ponds, lakes and
rivers; sometimes in drier sites. Nests in
dense vegetation such as cattails, weedy
areas, tall grasses and sometimes in shrubs
or small trees. Dense cover needed for nesting, protection, and feeding. Cattails or other
low vegetation growing in wetland areas or at
the edge of ponds, lakes or rivers provide
needed habitat.
REPRODUCTION

Nest site: Usually well hidden in cattails,
tall grasses, or weedy vegeta.
40
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tion a few inches to 2, or some.
times 3, feet above the ground.
Occasionally on the ground
and sometimes in low shrubs or
small trees.

Nesting time: May-early July.

Eggs 3-5, usually 4. White with brown or
black speckles at larger end.

Incubation time: 11.13 days, usually 12
days.

FOODS
Insects, especially caterpillars and other insect larvae.
MANAGEMENT
Feeding: Usually do not come to feeders.
A water source for drinking or bathing may
be visited.
Nest structures: Not used.

Parental involvement: Female builds the
nest and incubates the eggs;
both parents feed the young.

Plantings: Generally, vegetation needed in
yellowthroat habitat will grow naturally if suitable habitat areas are protected from distur.
bance. Protecting wetlands from drainage,
and protecting margins of ponds, streams,
and similar areas from erosion, trampling,
and other disturbances are examples. Plant.
ings such as grasses or shrubs would be helpful or needed in some areas to prevent or
stop erosion or to establish cover more
quickly.

Broods/Season: Often 2 broods are attempted but usually only 1 is successful

Some adverse factors: Wetland drainage
or destruction of habitat.

Fledging: Young may leave nest in 7-8
days, fly in 77.72 days, and
feed on their own in 3 weeks.
May be tended by parents until
4-5 weeks old.
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OTHER HABITATS

Some birds are associated with several habitat
types rather than one specific habitat. The common
nighthawk is included here as an example; nighthawks are at home in towns or cities, in grasslands,
and even in open woodlands. Their diet of insects
can usually be found in all of these habitats, and
they have adapted to nesting on the ground or on
flat roofs of buildings. Other birds such as the purple
martin and some swallows can also be included in
this category. One advantage of knowing about a
bird such as the Common Nighthawk, is that
wherever you go
the Great Plains, nighthawk
habitat is near.
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COMMON NIGHTHAWK
Chordeiles minor

ommon Nighthawks are robin.
sized birds usually observed in
flight, with long pointed wings and broad
white wing patches. They are common in
towns and cities as well as over grasslands
and other rural habitats. Generally, Common
Nighthawks are most active at dawn and
dusk, but they may be seen flying during the
day. Their flight seems effortless but some.
what irregular and bouncy; they often fly with
slow wing beats and then quickly shift to fast
wing beats for a few strokes. Their call is a
nasal "beer," "beer." Up close, common
nighthawks seem to have a tiny bill, but the
bill opens up into a large gaping mouth, a
feature that probably increases their success
in catching insects on the wing.

RANCE IN GREAT PLAINS

Summer: Breeds throughout in suitable
habitats.

Winter: Winters in South America.
HABITAT AND HOME

Areas such as grasslands, open wood.
lands, clearings, burned-over areas, cities,
and towns. Feeds while flying. Usually observed in the air. May sit on ground, post,
rail, or roof.
REPRODUCTION
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Fledging: Young make short flights in
21-23 days; are independent at
about 30 days.
Parental involvement: Female incubates
eggs; both parents care for
young.
Broods/Season: Single brood.

FOODS

Flying insects captured on the

wing.

Examples: flying ants, May beetles (June
beetles), flies, leaf chafers, mosquitoes,
moths, and grasshoppers. One report indi.
cated that in a single day one bird ate over
500 mosquitoes and another ate 2,775 flying ants.
MANAGEMENT
Feeding: Feeders not used.
Nest structures: Not used.
Plantings:

particular plantings recom-

Nest site: No nest built; eggs laid on
ground, often gravelly, and on
flat roofs of buildings.
Nesting time: May.July.

Eggs:

2,

cream to pale gray, heavilir
spotted or blotched with gray or
brown.

lncubation time: 19 days.
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SUGGESTED READING

The following references and many others
were used in preparing this publication. If you
want to learn more about birds, these are
good information sources
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J.
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"Like winds and sunsets, wild things were taken
for granted until progress began to do awag with
them. Now we face the question whether a sttll
higher 'standard of liuing' is worthits cost in things
natural, wild, and free."
Aldo Leopold
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